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Abstract.
Background: Dystrophinopathies are associated with neuropsychiatric disorders due to alterations in dystrophin/DMD
expression.
Objective: The objective was to estimate the association of developmental disorders, autism spectrum disorders (ASD),
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, anxiety disorders, and obsessive-compulsive disorder with the
dystrophin/DMD genotype in population with dystrophinopathies.
Methods: Systematic searches of Medline, Scopus, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library were performed from inception
to September 2022. We included observational studies in the population with Becker or Duchenne muscular dystrophies
(BMD, DMD) that estimated the prevalence of these disorders according to Dp140 and/or Dp71 genotype. Meta-analysis of
the prevalence ratio (PR) of genotype comparisons was conducted for each disorder.
Results: Ten studies were included in the systematic review. In BMD, Dp140+ vs. Dp140– and Dp71+ vs. Dp71– were associ-
ated with developmental disorders with a PR of 0.11 (0.04, 0.34) and 0.22 (0.07, 0.67), respectively. In DMD, Dp140+/Dp71+
vs. Dp140–/Dp71– had a PR of 0.40 (0.28, 0.57), and Dp71+ vs. Dp71– had a PR of 0.47 (0.36, 0.63) for ADHD. However,
there was no association of genotype with ASD, only a trend was observed for Dp71+ vs. Dp71–, with a PR of 0.61 (0.35,
1.06). Moreover, the data showed no association of these isoforms with emotional-related disorders.
Conclusions: In BMD, Dp140 and Dp71 could be associated with developmental disorders, while ADHD might be associated
with the Dp71 genotype in DMD. Further research is needed regarding Dp140 and Dp71, especially in DMD for ASD.
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INTRODUCTION

Dystrophinopathies are a group of diseases that
include Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) and
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), caused by
mutations in the dystrophin/DMD gene [1, 2], and
have an incidence of one case per 18,500 male births
and one per 3,500–9,000 male births, respectively
[3, 4]. Although both dystrophinopathies share some
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clinical characteristics, there are differences at the
genetic level that largely determine the clinic and pro-
gression of each type of dystrophinopathy. In those
with BMD, mutations do not affect the reading frame,
and functional dystrophin is partially produced, while
in those with DMD, mutations affect the reading
frame, and there is no dystrophin. At the muscular
level, alterations in dystrophin cause muscle necrosis
and degeneration with replacement by fibrotic tissue,
resulting in muscle contractures and decreased mus-
cle strength, which are more pronounced in DMD.
In the long term, there is early loss of ambulation
and complications that limit life expectancy, includ-
ing cardiac and respiratory failure [2, 5, 6]. Despite
the improved use of glucocorticoids, new treatments,
and possible genetic modifiers that could modulate
the DMD phenotype, the prognosis in DMD remains
poor [7–9].

In addition to the above, patients with BMD/DMD
have an increased risk of several cognitive and neu-
ropsychiatric disorders [10]. This is due to alterations
in the expression of full-length dystrophin (Dp427)
and, depending on the mutation site, of two short
isoforms expressed by internal promoters, Dp140
and Dp71, that have important roles in central ner-
vous system (CNS) development, neuroplasticity and
synaptogenesis. Thus, alterations in Dp427 cause
dysfunctions in GABAergic transmission by reduc-
ing the clustering of postsynaptic GABAA receptors
[10, 11]. It is suggested that Dp427 is preferen-
tially expressed in the amygdala and in the CA4
region of the hippocampus [12, 13]. Alterations in
Dp71 (promoter located 8 kb upstream of exon 63),
which is ubiquitously expressed in the CNS, cause
dysfunctions in postsynaptic glutaminergic recep-
tors involved in glutaminergic transmission and alter
the permeability of the blood–brain barrier [14].
Last, Dp140 (promoter between exons 44 and 45) is
expressed during foetal development, with functions
of transcription factor activity, neuronal differentia-
tion and dendritic development [14].

A previous study from our center showed a preva-
lence of ≈6 and ≈20% of autism spectrum disorders
(ASD) and attention deficit disorder and hyperactiv-
ity (ADHD) in dystrophinopathies [15]. Moreover, it
is suggested that the number of affected isoforms is
positively associated with the risk of neuropsychiatric
disorders [10, 13]. Therefore, the purpose of this sys-
tematic review and meta-analysis was to determine
the association of different genotypes and the preva-
lence of neurodevelopmental disorders, including
ASD and ADHD, and emotional-related disorders,

including depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) and emotional and behavioural dys-
regulation, among the population with BMD and
DMD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This systematic review and meta-analysis was con-
ducted following the Meta-analyses of Observational
Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) guidelines [16]
and the Cochrane Collaboration Handbook recom-
mendations [17]. It was registered in PROSPERO
(registration number: CRD42021284658).

Search strategy

A systematic search of the MEDLINE, Scopus,
Web of Science, and Cochrane Library databases
was conducted from inception until September 2022.
We also searched the grey literature, i.e., Google
Scholar, OpenGrey, Theseo, and the Networked Dig-
ital Library of Theses and Dissertations databases.
Search terms included epidemiology, prevalence,
survey, frequency, question*, ratio, rate, Becker
muscular dystrophy, Duchenne muscular dystrophy,
dystroph*, developmental disorders, neurodevel-
opmental disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder, ADHD, autism spectrum disorder, autism,
ASD, depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive dis-
order, obsessive compulsive disorder, OCD, mental
disorders, and mental health. References of the
included studies were reviewed to find additional
studies. Study authors were contacted if necessary.
The search was performed independently by two
reviewers (C.P.-M. and I.C.-R.), and disagreements
were resolved by consensus or with a third reviewer
(V.M.-V.). The specific search is detailed in the sup-
plementary appendix 1.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria were as follows: i) par-
ticipants: men with BMD or DMD, without age
restrictions. Genotype must be available to form
subgroups of participants according to mutation
site in the DMD gene or expression of Dp427,
Dp140, and Dp71; ii) exposure: Dp427– (all partic-
ipants), Dp140+/Dp140–, Dp71+/Dp71–, mutations
upstream of exon 44-45 (Dp140+), mutations down-
stream of exon 44-45 (Dp140–), mutations upstream
of exon 63 (Dp71+), mutations downstream of exon
63 (Dp71–). Exceptionally, mutations upstream of
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exon 30 (Dp140+) and mutations between exons
45 and 55 (Dp140–) were considered even though
they had interpretative limitations because they could
improve genotype comparison; iii) design: observa-
tional studies, including prospective, retrospective,
and cross-sectional studies; iv) outcome: preva-
lence of developmental disorders, ASD, ADHD,
depression, anxiety, OCD, emotional and behavioural
dysregulation by genotypes.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: i) cohorts of
participants with BMD/DMD with exclusively neu-
rological disorders; and ii) studies with a sample size
of less than 30 so that the effect sizes/associations
were not distorted.

The study selection was conducted independently
by two reviewers (C.P.-M. and I.C.-R.), and disagree-
ments were solved by consensus or by a third reviewer
(V.M.-V.).

Data extraction

An ad hoc table was performed with the data
extracted from the included studies: i) reference
(author and year of publication); ii) country; iii)
population (disease, sample and age), iv) genotypes
(comparisons by affected isoforms); v) outcomes:
prevalence ratio (PR) of developmental disorders,
ASD, ADHD, depression, anxiety, OCD, and emo-
tional and behavioural dysregulation.

The data extraction was performed independently
by two reviewers (C.P.-M. and I.C.-R.).

Risk of bias assessment

We assessed the risk of bias using the Qual-
ity Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and
Cross-Sectional Studies from the United States
National Institute of Health National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute [18]. This tool has 14 items
that include methodological and statistical issues and
potential confounders. Each item receives a score of
poor/high risk, fair/some concerns/not applicable, or
good/low risk. Due to the nature of the studies, some
items may not be assessable. The overall score was
determined by the number of domains with risk of
bias. If >2 domains indicated high risk, the overall
score was poor; if 2 domains indicated high risk, the
overall score was fair; and if <2 domains indicated
high risk, the overall score was good.

Two reviewers (C.P.-M. and I.C.-R.) assessed the
risk of bias. Disagreements were resolved by consen-
sus or by a third reviewer (V.M.-V.).

Grading the quality of evidence

We assessed the quality of evidence with the Grad-
ing of Recommendations, Assessment, Development
and Evaluation (GRADE) tool [19]. The GRADE
tool rates the strength of evidence as high, moder-
ate, low, or very low based on the study design, risk
of bias, indirect evidence, imprecision, inconsistency,
and other variables.

Data synthesis

An ad hoc table was performed in which each geno-
type’s and outcome’s results were summarised. PR
was estimated from the disorder’s prevalence in a
genotype divided by its prevalence in another geno-
type.

When two or more genotypes could be compared
for the same outcome and population (i.e., BMD
or DMD), a random effects meta-analysis was con-
ducted [20, 21]. We assessed the heterogeneity with
the I2 statistic. The heterogeneity was deemed not
important if the I2 statistic was 0–30%, moderate
if the I2 statistic was 30–50%, substantial if the
I2 statistic was 50–75%, and considerable if the I2

statistic was 75–100% [17, 22]. The p value of het-
erogeneity was also assessed and was statistically
significant if p < 0.05. Because of the lack of stud-
ies, we were unable to assess the small study effect,
publication bias [23] or subgroup studies according
to age.

The statistical analyses were conducted using Stata
software, version 15 (StataCorp, College Station, TX,
USA).

Secondary analyses

Where possible, meta-analyses of prevalence by
genotype for primary outcomes were performed. A
meta-analysis of PR including dystrophinopathies
cohort studies without separating BMD and DMD
was also performed.

Modifications to the initial protocol

Although the registered protocol initially included
the outcomes ASD, ADHD, depression, anxiety dis-
orders, and OCD, it was decided to broaden the search
to other disorders, which included developmental dis-
orders and emotional and behavioural dysregulation.
The outcome “developmental disorders” includes
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several outcomes identified as “neurodevelopmental
disorders” in the diagnostic and statistical manual of
mental disorders (DSM-V). It was considered a pos-
teriori as an outcome in its own right, since genotypes
were not available for specific disorders (e.g., ASD),
only for “developmental disorders”. This was due to
the need to expand the literature and to better interpret
the data obtained.

RESULTS

Of the 1,736 studies identified, 10 were included
in the systematic review (Table 1, Fig. 1) [24–33],
8 were included in the meta-analyses [25–32], and
10 were excluded for the reasons specified in the
Supplementary Table 1.

Four studies included cohorts from Japan [25, 26,
31, 33], three studies from Italy [27, 29, 30], two
studies from the US [24, 28], one study each from Bel-
gium and the UK [30], and one study from the Finding
the Optimal Regimen for Duchenne Muscular Dys-
trophy (FOR-DMD) trial cohort [32]. Four studies
included the BMD population, and seven included
the DMD population, adding 1,558 participants with
a minimum mean age of 5.8 years and a maxi-
mum mean age of 38.8 years. Seven studies included
ASD, five studies included ADHD, and two studies
included developmental disorders, depression, anxi-
ety disorders, OCD, and emotional and behavioural
dysregulation for each outcome. As described in Sup-
plementary Table 2, the diagnostic method for DMD
and BMD was not always described in detail. How-
ever, all studies included participants with DMD or
BMD confirmed by genetic testing and/or biopsy
and/or clinical criteria. Data collection and diagnos-
tic criteria for neuropsychiatric disorders are included
in Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary
Table 4.

Systematic review

Table 2 summarises the results obtained for each
outcome and genotype.

In BMD, Dp140+ vs. Dp140– was associated
with developmental disorders, and Dp71+ vs. Dp71–
tended to be associated. In DMD, only Dp71+ vs.
Dp71– (with or without Dp140) tended to be asso-
ciated with ASD prevalence [28, 30], while Dp140+
vs. Dp140– did not obtain association or tendency to
association. Conversely, Dp140+ vs. Dp140– tended
to be associated with ADHD in DMD, and Dp71+

vs. Dp71– genotypes (with or without Dp140) were
significantly associated with a lower prevalence of
ADHD in two studies [28, 29].

Regarding emotional disorders, the studied geno-
types were not associated with depression, anxiety
disorders or OCD, nor was there a clear trend sug-
gesting an association.

Risk of bias assessment

According to the Quality Assessment Tool for
Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies
from the United States National Institute of Health
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, all studies
were scored as “good” in overall bias. By domain, 3
of 10 studies (30.0%) were assessed as some concerns
regarding the use of standardised diagnostic criteria.
Moreover, the sufficient timeframe in which an asso-
ciation could reasonably be expected was deemed to
be problematic in 1 of 10 studies (10.0%). Because
of the nature of the studies, the sample size calcu-
lation was not justified, nor were the tests repeated
more than once or the investigators blinded. The risk
of bias assessment is detailed in the Supplementary
Table 5.

Quality of evidence assessment

According to the GRADE tool, the certainty of
quality was moderate for developmental disorders in
BMD and Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– and
Dp71+ vs. Dp71– for ADHD in DMD. The rest of
the outcomes obtained a low certainty of quality. The
quality of evidence assessment is detailed in the Sup-
plementary Table 6.

Meta-analysis

In BMD, Dp140+ vs. Dp140– and Dp71+ vs.
Dp71– were associated with developmental disor-
ders, with PR = 0.11 (0.04, 0.34) and PR = 0.22
(0.07, 0.67), respectively (Fig. 2a). In DMD,
no statistically significant associations were found
for ASD (Fig. 2b). However, Dp140+/Dp71+ vs.
Dp140–/Dp71– and Dp71+ vs. Dp71– were associ-
ated with ADHD, with PR = 0.40 (0.28, 0.57) and
PR = 0.47 (0.36, 0.63), respectively (Fig. 2c).

Heterogeneity for the main outcomes was not
important and, overall, of 0%.
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Table 1
Baseline characteristics of the participants in the included studies

Reference Count Population Genotype Outcome
Dis N Age DD ASD ADHD DEP ANX OCD EBD

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] US BMD 70 13.4 ± 6.8 Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ – � � � � � �
Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2018) [25] Japan BMD 125 37.2 Dp140+ vs. Dp140–

Dp71+ vs. Dp71–
� – – – – – –

Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2019) [26] Japan BMD 76 38.8 ± 13.3 Dp140+ vs. Dp140–
Dp71+ vs. Dp71–

� – – – – – –

Colombo P et al. (2017) [27] Italy DMD 47 10.9 ± 3.9 Dp140+ vs. Dp140– � – – – – –
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] US DMD 700 13.0 ± 5.6 Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–

Dp71+ vs. Dp71–
– � � � � � �

Pane M et al. (2012) [29] Italy DMD 103 12.6 Dp140+ vs. Dp140–
Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+
Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–
Dp71+ vs. Dp71–

– – � – – – –

Ricotti V et al. (2015) [30] UKItalyBelgium DMD 130 9.8 Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–
Dp71+ vs. Dp71–

– � – – – – –

Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] Japan DMD 55 9.4 Dp140+ vs. Dp140–
Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–
Dp71+ vs. Dp71–

– � � – – – –

Thangarajh M et al. (2019) [32] FOR-DMD DMD 196 5.8 ± 1.0 Dp140+ vs. Dp140– – � � – – – –
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] Japan BMD + DMD 56 12.9 ± 5.2 Dp140+ vs. Dp140–

Dp140–/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–
Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+
Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–
Dp71+ vs. Dp71–

– � – – – – –

Count: country; Dis: disease; US: United States; UK: United Kingdom; N: sample size; DD: developmental disorders; Depression; ANX: anxiety disorders; EBD: emotional and behavioural
dysregulation.
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Fig. 1. PRSIMA flowchart of study selection.

Secondary analyses

For ASD there were no statistically significant
differences in prevalence by genotype (Fig. 3a).
However, for ADHD a prevalence of 17.0% (3.0,
31.0) and 62.0% (47.0, 78.0) was estimated in

the Dp140+/Dp71+ and Dp140–/Dp71– genotypes,
respectively (Fig. 3b). Although heterogeneity could
not be estimated for most genotype comparisons,
visually some variability in estimates was observed.
Regarding genotype comparisons with the inclusion
of studies without considering the type of dys-
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Table 2
Results of the prevalence ratio by genotype-outcome in each study

Reference Disease Genotype Prevalence ratio
(95% CI)

1 – Developmental disorders

Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2018) [25] BMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 0.13 (0.04, 0.43)
Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2019) [26] BMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 0.05 (0.00, 0.81)
Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2018) [25] BMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.26 (0.06, 1.06)
Mori-Yoshimura M et al. (2019) [26] BMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.15 (0.02, 1.05)

2 – Autism spectrum disorders

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 1.31 (0.34, 5.00)
Colombo P et al. (2017) [27] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 1.12 (0.28, 4.45)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 1.08 (0.66, 1.76)
Thangarajh M et al. (2019) [32] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 0.24 (0.01, 4.90)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 0.43 (0.15, 1.24)
Ricotti V et al. (2015) [30] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 0.36 (0.10, 1.24)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.14 (0.40, 3.26)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.49 (0.19, 1.26)
Ricotti V et al. (2015) [30] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.44 (0.17, 1.15)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 1.10 (0.40, 3.02)
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] BMD + DMD Dp140–/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 2.12 (0.14, 32.51)
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] BMD + DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 1.02 (0.28, 3.76)
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] BMD + DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 0.88 (0.24, 3.21)
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] BMD + DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.94 (0.12, 31.74)
Fujino H et al. (2018) [33] BMD + DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 1.98 (0.13, 29.34)

3 – Attention deficit disorder and hyperactivity

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 1.71 (0.93, 3.15)
Pane M et al. (2012) [29] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 0.64 (0.31, 1.32)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 1.62 (0.11, 24.53)
Thangarajh M et al. (2019) [33] DMD Dp140+ vs. Dp140– 0.11 (0.01, 1.93)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 0.42 (0.28, 0.62)
Pane M et al. (2012) [29] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 0.32 (0.15, 0.70)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.14 (0.06, 20.18)
Pane M et al. (2012) [29] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 0.77 (0.36, 1.65)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.51 (0.37, 0.71)
Pane M et al. (2012) [29] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.39 (0.23, 0.65)
Saito Y et al. (2022) [31] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.48 (0.03, 8.69)

4 – Depression

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 0.73 (0.08, 6.60)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.51 (0.50, 4.60)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 1.44 (0.49, 4.26)

5 – Anxiety disorders

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 1.91 (0.79, 4.60)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.34 (0.64, 2.79)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 1.48 (0.73, 3.03)

6 – Obsessive-compulsive disorder

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 0.60 (0.18, 1.92)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 1.31 (0.57, 3.00)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 1.36 (0.61, 3.04)

7 – Emotional and behavioural dysregulation

Lambert JT et al. (2020) [24] BMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71+ 1.09 (0.59, 2.03)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71– 0.69 (0.44, 1.07)
Darmahkasih AJ et al. (2019) [28] DMD Dp71+ vs. Dp71– 0.80 (0.53, 1.19)
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Fig. 2. Meta-analysis of the prevalence ratio and 95% confidence interval by genotype comparisons of developmental disorders in Becker
muscular dystrophy (a), autism spectrum disorders in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (b), and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (c).
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trophinopathy, the results were quite similar to those
obtained in the main meta-analyses (Supplementary
Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

Main findings

This systematic review and meta-analysis exam-
ined the association between genotype and the risk
of neuropsychiatric disorders in BMD and DMD,
including developmental disorders, ASD, ADHD,
depression, anxiety disorders, OCD, and emotional
and behavioural dysregulation. For developmental
disorders, our data showed reductions of 89% and
78% when Dp140 and Dp71 were not altered in BMD,
respectively. Conversely, in DMD, there was a reduc-
tion of 53% in the prevalence of ADHD for Dp71+
vs. Dp71–, a result that hardly varies when consid-
ering Dp140+/Dp71+ vs. Dp140–/Dp71–. Moreover,
although it did not reach statistical significance, alter-
ations in Dp71 also tended to be associated with ASD
prevalence. Finally, Dp140 did not seem to have a
relevant influence on the estimates.

Interpretation

Our meta-analysis suggests that the Dp71 iso-
form modulates the risk of developmental disorders
in BMD and in DMD. In DMD, although the
meta-analysis did not show a statistically significant
association for ASD, a clear trend towards a dele-
terious association was observed when Dp71 was
affected. Thus, more studies are needed to confirm
or refute this possible association. However, Dp140
did not seem to have an influence in ASD. These
results, and especially the null influence of Dp140,
were replicated in the meta-analysis without consid-
ering the type of dystrophinopathy. This hypothesis
would be consistent with the functional role of Dp71
in the CNS. Cell adhesion mediated by �1-integrin
modulates synaptogenesis and neuronal migration
during CNS development [34]. Dp71 modulates cell
migration by binding to focal adhesion kinase and �1-
integrin. In fact, in the absence of Dp71, fibroblast cell
lines migrate at a faster rate [35]. The faster migration
rate is supported by brain heterotopia, with abnor-
mal dendritic development and impaired neuronal
migration observed in DMD, which are characteristic
changes that also occur in autism [36, 37].

Participants with both isoforms affected also had
an increased risk of ADHD in DMD, with Dp71

being the isoform that reached statistical significance.
Moreover, although some influence of Dp140 can-
not be ruled out [29], the secondary meta-analysis in
dystrophinopathies showed no association of Dp140,
which requires further research, especially in relation
to the possible role of Dp140 in ADHD in DMD,
where it showed a tendency for a deleterious asso-
ciation when Dp140 was altered. These findings are
supported by the functions of dystrophin in the CNS.
In DMD, frontal and cerebellar white matter are
altered, and cortical thickness is reduced. Both effects
are typical in ADHD. Furthermore, the absence of
Dp427 and Dp71 could affect dopaminergic cells in
the ventral, tegmental, and pars compacta areas that
receive GABAergic and glutaminergic inputs. Fur-
thermore, alterations in the function of D4 receptors
(which are expressed in the precerebral cortex) may
be associated with ADHD. Interestingly, D4 receptor
function may be involved in glutamate receptor-
dependent plasticity [38, 39], and the latter could be
associated with Dp71. Conversely, it is suggested that
the lack of Dp427p and Dp140 in the cortex and cere-
bellum could cause cerebellar dysfunctions, which
could increase the risk of ADHD and ASD [13, 40].

Regarding emotional-related disorders, our find-
ings do not suggest an association between the
isoforms affected and the risk of prevalence of emo-
tional and behavioural dysregulation, depression,
anxiety disorders, and OCD, although some asso-
ciation cannot be ruled out for the first outcome in
DMD. There are several reasons that could explain
these findings. First, it could be that the isoform
most influential in these disorders is Dp427. Lack
of Dp427 alters neuronal excitability and behaviour
by altering the GABAA receptor clusters in the amyg-
dala and hippocampus [41]. Moreover, it could affect
dysbindin function, the dysfunction of which is asso-
ciated with depression and psychosis [42]. Some
authors have also considered that this type of disorder
could develop partly because of disease awareness
that is acquired over time [43], and in the case of
Dp71– and its association with cognitive problems,
disease awareness could be limited. Conversely, liv-
ing with the disease itself may be a decisive factor in
the development of mood disorders. Moreover, some
disorders, such as OCD, appear later than others such
as ASD and ADHD. Finally, young children may
develop emotional disorders that manifest as oppo-
sitional behaviours or anger outbursts rather than the
classic clinical presentation of depression or anxiety.

The results of this study have two relevant implica-
tions. First, contrary to what occurs with intellectual
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Fig. 3. Meta-analysis of the prevalence and 95% confidence interval by genotype of autism spectrum disorders (a), and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (b), in Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
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disability, in which an association with the number
of dystrophin isoforms affected has been observed, in
neuropsychiatric disorders this association is not so
clear. Therefore, patient genotyping cannot currently
be used to determine who should be evaluated more
frequently or thoroughly, and international guidelines
should be followed [10]. Second, some authors have
suggested that some typical ASD behaviours in DMD
improve with age [31]. This would be interesting to
confirm with future longitudinal studies since, regard-
less of the possible influence of the genotype, it would
provide greater knowledge of the disease and its pro-
gression and, ultimately, lead to better management
of these patients.

Finally, it is worth highlighting an aspect of our
study that should be considered for future research.
Our study was an association study, and establish-
ing causality from an association is complicated.
Given that participants are born with a genotype
that precedes pathology, probable causality can be
established, supported by some pathophysiological
mechanisms. However, our estimates are not deter-
ministic, only probabilistic, and more research is
needed in this regard, i.e., although a genotype may be
associated with pathology, e.g., Dp71– with ADHD
in DMD, having the Dp71– genotype is not a unique
condition for having ADHD, nor does having Dp71+
exclude a higher risk of ADHD than in the rest of
the population. Therefore, future research would be
necessary, first, to increase the available evidence on
the effect of Dp140 and Dp71 in neuropsychiatric
disorders, since the available evidence is still limited,
and second, to find other factors associated with these
disorders, both at the genetic level (e.g., other genes,
epigenetics, etc.), and at the histological and struc-
tural level of the CNS that explain why some people
with DMD develop a certain disorder and others do
not.

LIMITATIONS

Some limitations should be acknowledged. First,
the scarcity of studies limits the statistical power
of the meta-analyses and the interpretation of the
systematic review. In the meta-analysis of ADHD,
there is an overrepresentation of a study [28] in the
pooled, due to the large sample size. Second, there
is variability in the participants’ diagnostic methods
for dystrophinopathy. All were diagnosed according
to the usual guidelines (genetic testing and/or mus-
cle biopsy, although biopsy is currently in disuse

because it is an invasive technique), but it cannot
be ruled out that any participant with DMD has a
diagnosis of BMD, or vice versa (i.e., the reading
frame rule is not always met). Moreover, with mus-
cle biopsy, and especially with Western Blot in DMD,
the amount of dystrophin (if there is any expression)
correlates with the phenotype, but in BMD this cor-
relation is more doubtful. Finally, there are cases of
confirmed BMD with a severe phenotype, showing a
diffuse spectrum in the differentiation of DMD and
BMD. Third, different diagnostic criteria or data col-
lection methods were used in each study, including
self-reported questionnaires of the disorders suffered
by the participants, which may eventually limit the
interpretability of estimates [25]. Furthermore, the
results of “developmental disorders” in the BMD
are difficult to interpret, as it includes several out-
comes (intellectual disability, ASD, etc.) that could
not be analysed separately. Fourth, the difference in
mean age between studies might distort the preva-
lence of disorders according to genotype. Fifth, the
assessment of publication bias could not be per-
formed. Therefore, despite the consistency of the
results obtained and the mechanisms that would
explain them, their existence cannot be completely
ruled out. Sixth, cognitive problems should also be
considered, which, due to their association with the
affected isoforms, could slightly modify the final esti-
mates. Seventh, the results could not be controlled
by the use of glucocorticoids. However, previous
research suggests that although corticosteroids can
alter mood, this effect seems to become stabilised
after a long period of time [44]. Eighth, to increase
the number of comparisons, participants with muta-
tions between exons 45 and 55 were considered to
be Dp140–, as is widely accepted. However, this is
controversial, since mutations between exons 45 and
51 could, on certain occasions, not predict a loss of
Dp140 [45].

In conclusion, our study shows that ADHD are
twice as prevalent in participants with DMD with-
out the Dp71 isoform. The results also suggested,
perhaps, an influence of Dp71 in ASD, but future
studies are needed to confirm or refute this. Moreover,
in BMD, the evidence also suggests that Dp71, and
probably Dp140, are associated with developmental
disorders. In contrast, no association with emotional
disorders was found, requiring future research to
clarify the role of dystrophin isoforms in these disor-
ders or whether the development of these disorders
is due to psychosocial factors derived from suffer-
ing from this type of disease. Dp140 was also not
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associated with neuropsychiatric disorders in DMD,
although the scarcity of studies limits the validity of
this statement. Therefore, further research is needed,
especially for ADHD.
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